In most cases, usually, when a web application or a website is fully developed it is released over the internet and if not provided with proper security then it is susceptible to input validation attacks; specifically SQLIA, XSS, Buffer Overflow. A website can be hacked within hours of its release on the internet. It is at this point the developing team realizes to consider security issues and to backtrack and repair. Applying security at this stage is a costly, time consuming process which would also include some software overhead. To avoid this and to prevent websites from input validation attacks we plan to impart security at the software development cycle itself such that the website is protected prior to its release considering the vulnerabilities of the same and the behaviour of the attacks and later it will not be under any threat by the specific input validation attacks. To implement this, we are designing a useful utility tool that imparts security at the software development cycle of any website that requires protection.
INTRODUCTION
Our aim is to develop a software utility tool that can be used as software development cycle of a website such that each page of the same can be imported in the software and tested for its vulnerabilities, becomes less susceptible and is prevented from major input validation attacks which are specifically SQL Injection (SQLIA), Cross-site Scripting (XSS) and Buffer Overflow (BOF). In short your website becomes hack-resilient.
The software follows two modules: Detection and Prevention module to make it effective to test each and every webpage of the website under development and to remove all the vulnerabilities such that the website is protected against input validation attacks once and when it is hosted or is live over the internet.
In proposed software we implement prevention using Mutation testing and have a graphical user interface that allows you to select the attack and its variants against which you want to protect your website. Selecting a specific attack, the next step lets you import your web page and test your webpage for the vulnerabilities it might contain for the specific attack to facilitate.
The particular vulnerabilities can be selected with the interface and the software creates a report for that specific attack and removes all the vulnerabilities [2, 3] . Further detection of attacks and IP address tracking is also featured by this software.
EXISTING INPUT VALIDATION ATTACKS
Papers Input Validation Attacks [4, 10] are where an attacker intentionally sends unusual input in the hopes of confusing an application.
SQL Injection (SQLIA):
SQLIA kind of attacks occur when the attacker uses specifically crafted SQL questions or commands to execute malicious activities on the victim system. This weakness exists when there is no validation of input while a database query is made via the Internet. The worst thing is this can be done with only browser. Obviously, the first step for an SQL injection is to find a vulnerable target. Unfortunately, Web applications are also vulnerable to a variety of new security threats. SQL Injection Attacks (SQLIAs) are one of the most significant of such threats. SQLIAs have become increasingly frequent and pose very serious security risks because they can give attackers unrestricted access to the databases that underlie Web applications [8] .
Cross Site Scripting (XSS):
Cross site scripting (also known as XSS) [5] occurs when a web application gathers malicious data from a user. The data is usually gathered in the form of a hyperlink which contains malicious content within it. The user will most likely click on this link from another website, instant message, or simply just reading a web board or email message. Usually the attacker will encode the malicious portion of the link to the site in HEX (or other encoding methods) so the request is less suspicious looking to the user when clicked on. After the data is collected by the web application, it creates an output page for the user containing the malicious data that was originally sent to it, but in a manner to take it appear as valid content from the website. Many popular guestbook and forum programs allow users to submit posts with html and java script embedded in them. Attacker can make use of these java scripts to steal cookies for session hijacking.
Buffer Overflow (BOF):
Buffer Overflow [6] attacks comes under Input Invalidation as well as sloppy programming or poor memory management category. In this paper we have concentrated on Buffer Overflow due to Input Invalidation. Measurably on web string overflow attack takes place. Let"s discuss on it. Generally Buffer Overflow Attack takes Place on C and C++ programs on Java it is somewhat difficult to do Buffer Overflow.
PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Please IBM reported that the cost to fix an error found after product release was 4 to 5 times as much as one uncovered during design, and up to 100 times more than one identified in the maintenance phase. Research by @Stake demonstrated that on average an organization caught only a quarter of its software security holes and had typically seven significant bugs within its enterprise software. Their findings verified that fixing the same defects during the testing phase cost around seven times less than after deployment. They concluded building security into software engineering at the design stage would net a 21% ROSI (Return on IT security Investment); waiting until the implementation stage would reduce that to 15% and at the testing stage, the ROSI would fall to 12%. Integrating security early into the application development lifecycle produces more secure, robust applications at a lower cost.
Random security is not enough. To make your application hack-resilient, you need a holistic and systematic approach to securing your network, host, and application. The responsibility spans phases and roles across the product life cycle [7, 4] .
In this project , main intention is to focuses on detection and prevention of Input Validation attacks like SQL Injection, Cross Site Scripting and Buffer Overflow by incorporating security in software development life cycle. We have introduced a novel approach of preclusion and uncovering of Input Validation Attacks. Moreover, existing tools do not have prevention and detection in one. Security cannot be incorporated at the end of program; Security should be involved in software development life cycle. Following this base line our tool will work in two phases testing and deployment. Prevention module will work in testing phase. Detection module is design for deployment phase in which security functions get called while writing code [9] .
For testing above proposed tool we need web application. We found that there is necessity of secure web based conference management system in which many things are involve right from paper submission till registration of the paper where money transaction is involved. So we decided to construct secure web based conference management system using proposed tool.
Existing System and Literature Cited
AMNESIA, SQLGaurd, SQLCheck, SQLrand, TAUTOLOGYCheker, are some tools for SQL Attack detection but they do not provide prevention management with the same. XSS Me: XSS Me is a plug in for Mozilla Firefox that aids in cross site scripting testing, as mentioned it is a plugin not a lone tool to test each webpage. 

In this work, an independent Web Service is intended to generalize syntactic structure of SQL query and validate the user inputs. When the user submits the SQL query at the runtime, the query has to be parsed by the independent service for the correctness of the syntactic structure and user data.
This approach is to prevent all forms of SQL injections, independent of the target system, independent to platform and Backend DB server. 
WORKING PROTOTYPE
Our software consists of two modules: Detection module and Prevention module.
Detection Module
Detection module will work when user supplies input data to web application. This part of tool basically does input testing i.e. black box testing. For example user can type tautology "or "1" = "1" in password filed. Password can be combination of special characters and symbols so we can"t put any restriction on password field. As it is a well know attack can be detected just by comparing it with list of suspicious input.
Main advantage of this phase is coding knowledge is not required only input values are sufficient for detection of attack.
In detection module what we want have multiple layers so that it can detect any kind of attack. 
Prevention Module
In prevention module we are trying to avoid attacks, so this module gets placed in the testing phase. In web programming prevention is try to find out vulnerabilities in a program. Once you know about vulnerabilities in a code you can modify that code to remove vulnerability from the code. If there is no vulnerability present in your code attacker cannot succeeds. No vulnerability no attack. In prevention module we are going do code testing for finding vulnerabilities in code. Here we will try to find out vulnerabilities for SQL injection, buffer overflow and cross site scripting. Moreover, existing testing approaches do not address the issue of generating adequate test data sets that can detect SQLIA, XSS and buffer overflow. We think mutation base testing will give better result than other testing methodology. After development phase program is given as input to prevention module which will check for the SQLI, XSS and BOF vulnerability by mutation testing.
Mutation testing is a powerful method for finding errors in software programs. Mutation testing introduces faults into software by creating many different versions of the program. Each version has one very small change (which introduces a fault) compared to the actual implementation. The idea is to see if the test cases that were written can detect the new fault. There are different mutation operators such as RMWH stands for "remove where" and NEGC for "negate each of unit expression.
CONCLUSION
In this project, we presented detailed information of the Input validation attacks in which main focus was on SQLIA, XSS and Buffer Overflow. We discussed different types of SQLIA, XSS and BOF. We then stated need of security in software development life cycle. We demonstrated that the how attackers perform the attack on the web sites We discussed the design and implementation of the new hybrid tool that was developed for this project. We demonstrated that the tool provides a robust web-server security against input validation attacks. The tool contains two modules prevention and detection. These modules works is different phases of software development as the security is incorporated early in software development life cycle definitely it is beneficial.
Testing applications for SQL Injection, XSS and Buffer Overflow is being performed today using many different approaches. But the method used by us for prevention was Mutation-based testing because Mutation testing is the most powerful technique for the assessment and enhancement of tests. For detection we have used multilayer defense mechanism. Due to multiple layers it can catch any kind of attack on web-site. We have successfully developed an application aimed at detecting and preventing web vulnerabilities. The designed system will allow a web developer to determine various Application Security Risks and vulnerabilities. The system also makes the appropriate suggestions to ensure security of web applications against various threats and risks, thereby giving solutions to overcome them
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